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Hale Crater is a ∼140 km diameter impact crater located at 36◦ latitude in the southern hemisphere of Mars.
The impact creating Hale is estimated to have happened 1 Ga [1]. The crater ejecta and floor deposits show
morphological evidence consistent with water being present in the regolith at the time of the crater’s formation
[4]. In addition, Hale Crater contains a range of much younger landforms consistent with the episodic or the
intermittently meta-stable presence of surface/near-surface water ice and/or liquid water [6-9], including km-scale
gullies [6,9] and RSL [10].

Gullies on Mars are kilometre-scale erosion-deposition systems located on steep slopes, comprising a source area
(alcove), transport channel and terminal fan(s) or lobe(s) (debris apron) [11]. Their morphological similarity to
water-carved gullies on Earth meant they were hailed as signs of groundwater seepage on their initial discovery.
Since that time the role of water in their formation has been debated. Recent imaging has revealed that gullies
are active at the present day [18] and this activity occurs during winter when temperatures are too cold for liquid
water or brine to form or flow, suggesting a role for CO2 ice in their formation [18].

Recurring Slope Lineae (RSL) are dark streaks located on steep slopes that grow during warm seasons to
hundreds of metres in length [19] for several metres of width. They originate at rocky outcrops on the steepest
slopes in the equatorial- and mid-latitudes [21]. Once they stop growing, they fade and reoccur in the following
year. Their incremental growth and link to hydrated perchlorates [10] has led numerous researchers to propose
liquid water/brine as responsible for the origin and growth of RSL, despite the low availability of humidity in
the soil or atmosphere at the time of their formation. Alternate hypotheses struggle to explain the morphology or
seasonal growth of RSL [23,24].
Here we use topographical information derived from stereo photogrammetry and refined using photoclinometry
[25] at 20 m/pix from CTX and 1 m/pix from HiRISE to characterise the slopes, orientations and topographic
position of both gullies and RSL in Hale Crater in order to assess the role of liquid water in their formation.
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